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i had worked with cobol before that. i could do that. he used to say, those
cobol programmers are good, but they could not write cobol code. he told
me i had to learn how to correct mistakes which he should have done. if

your learning language is subjected to strong rules and you can
understand it, then, you can choose among the following: maintain an old
system using cobol re-write a new one by learning cobol incorporate cobol
in newer systems migrate existing source code for cobol so here you have
listed some of the basic features of cobol. cobol is reputed to be a difficult

language. it can be a daunting task for a beginner to start learning it.
however, if you learn correctly, you can feel good at writing it. there is a

lot more to understand about it. if you want to master it, there are a lot of
avenues you can go for. cobol is robust and it is the main language used

for aircraft navigation. using cobol for an old system will allow you to
maintain it using this language with appropriate tools. here, you can

switch with csv or a java based file with simple code cobol is a difficult
language. so this might be a long-term project. if you want to learn cobol
as a long-term project, i would suggest to do one thing at a time, and if
you feel that you have achieved that, then, your next goal will be to re-
write the system from scratch. there are many options to learn cobol.

dont overlook the options given here. don’t treat it just as a second job.
when you get a bit more free time, think about learning this. do some
research to know about the basics, as this is the key to become a pro.

when youre done, i’ll be happy to learn and take you forward.
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yes i remember. even i was trying to convince my boss that i was
qualified and worth of a job at the time. as per my college, an engineering
background have to work as a productive programmer and if any mba is
appointed than the company will go bankrupt. so i couldnt believe i was
born in 20th century. i was forced to say i want to quit the job. in 2003
ibm announced that they were bringing applications to cobol through a

new technology called visual age for cobol(vac). in the year 2004 or 2005,
they announced that we have stopped development of vac. even my

college mate, who had done zero programming, couldnt understand the
reason for that and i left an engineering job over that issue (no direct

talent, whatever). who knows if vac would have been something like java.
one of my friend did try to get a job at yahoo(in early 2000), but yahoo
couldnt understand the concept of vac. his conclusion is that in no way

vac would have been successful. he said even in history what happened in
1927 to bmw only one or two cars was built. i cant remember the exact
reason but i believe it was government. i loved my job. i can't say which

language. at that time, there was no written database management
system. even as an engieneering type, i made the right decision to spend
another 5 years to gain the expert level in cobol, which lead to jcl, cics,
and vsam. they only use cobol now, it's just another tool. i managed to
get job at a manufacturing firm in vancouver where i had to report to a

production department leader. i was the only one within that department.
he told me he was looking for an assistant to update the cobol / jcl

programs. he told me to start learning jcl and cobol. he told me there
would be no salary. 5ec8ef588b
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